
WEF ‘Infiltration’: Rogan Redpilled, Canadian MP Cut Off For Asking – Accused
Of Spreading “Disinformation”

Description

Last month, 2017 footage of World Economic Forum (WEF) head Klaus Schwab resurfaced in which
he boasts of having ‘penetrated’ various governments through its Young Global Leaders 
program. The clip is notable because the WEF – known best for its annual gathering of the global elite
in Davos – has been openly pushing for digital IDs and vaccine passports, while leaders of said
governments continue to impose Orwellian vaccine mandates which have resulted in widespread
protests for medical freedom.

“I have to say, when I mention now names, like Mrs. (Angela) Merkel and even Vladimir 
Putin, and so on, they all have been Young Global Leaders of the World Economic 
Forum … But what we are very proud of now is the young generation like Prime Minister 
(Justin) Trudeau … We penetrate the cabinets.” 

“So yesterday I was at a reception for Prime Minister Trudeau and I know that half of his 
cabinet, or even more than half of his cabinet, are actually Young Global Leaders
.” -Klaus Schwab

Watch:

 

Other notable Young Global Leaders include: New Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda “this will never end”
Ardern, French President Emmanuel Macron, and other high ranking officials from Germany, Finland,
Greece, the Netherlands and Denmark. It might even explain Pete Buttigieg’s odd success-to-
competence ratio.

Enter the pandemic
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https://financialpost.com/opinion/terence-corcoran-in-canada-follow-the-money-the-ideas
https://financialpost.com/opinion/terence-corcoran-in-canada-follow-the-money-the-ideas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Young_Global_Leaders
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/new-zealand-prime-minister-admits-theres-not-going-be-end-point-vaccination-program


Three years after Schwab bragged about having ‘penetrated cabinets’ of world governments, he wrote
in a June 2020 publication titled Now is the time for a ‘great reset’ how the pandemic presented a “rare
but narrow window of opportunity to reflect, reimagine, and reset our world to create a healthier, more
equitable, and more prosperous future.”

Then in May 2021, the WEF acknowledged that “The Forum is involved in the WHO task force to 
reflect on those [vaccine credential requirements] standards and think about how they would 
be used.”

And so, given the WEF’s “infiltration” – people have begun asking questions over the group’s influence
in current events.

1. My mind is still blown by the fact that Canada’s deputy prime minister Freeland sits on
the World Economic Forum (WEF) board of trustees.
The sequence of events unfolding today was inevitable and fueled in no small part by the
lassitude of Canadian political system.

— Rising serpent ?? (@rising_serpent) February 19, 2022

Podcaster Joe Rogan appeared shocked at the WEF’s ‘infiltration’ in a recent episode of with Maajid
Nawaz.

?MUST WATCH: Maajid Nawaz leaves Joe Rogan speechless by explaining how the World
Economic Forum (WEF) is infiltrating governments around the world. 
pic.twitter.com/qSHFQV75Up

— Culture War Resource (@CltrWarResource) February 20, 2022

Meanwhile, Canadian MP Collin Carrie was cut off when asking about the influence of the WEF 
in domestic politics.

“Klaus Schwab is the head of the World Economic Forum and bragged about how his WEF has
infiltrated governments around the world,” asked Carrie, who was then cut off when he asked which
ministers were behind the WEF agenda – with the speaker saying the sound had become “very poor.”

Another MP then accused Carrie of “disinformation.”

Watch:

https://youtu.be/wFnFJI6Aqaw

Ahem:
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https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/06/now-is-the-time-for-a-great-reset
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2021/05/what-is-a-vaccine-passport-and-will-you-need-one-the-next-time-you-travel/
https://twitter.com/rising_serpent/status/1495137115855855618?ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://t.co/qSHFQV75Up
https://twitter.com/CltrWarResource/status/1495280535207555079?ref_src=twsrc^tfw


pic.twitter.com/FJHukZTiW9

— Diverge Media (@DivergeMedia_) November 22, 2020

pic.twitter.com/srlPJEosUP

— Diverge Media (@DivergeMedia_) November 22, 2020

As Jeremy Loffredo and Max Blumenthal wrote last October:

On paper, the WEF (also known as the International Organization for Public-Private
Cooperation) is an NGO and think tank “committed to improving the state of the world.” 
In reality, it is an international network of some of the wealthiest and most influential 
people on the planet. The Forum positions itself as the thought leader of global capitalism.

The organization is best known for its annual gathering of the global ruling class.
Each year, hedge fund managers, bankers, CEOs, media representatives, and heads of
state gather in Davos to “shape global, regional and industry agendas.” As Foreign Affairs 
put it, “the WEF has no formal authority, but it has become the major forum for elites to
discuss policy ideas and priorities.”

In 2017, German economist and WEF founder Klaus Schwab introduced the concept of “
The Fourth Industrial Revolution” with the title of the book he published that year. The
Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) denotes the current “technological revolution” that is 
changing the way people “live, work, and relate to one another,” and with 
implications “unlike anything humankind has experienced,” according to Schwab.

For him, the 4IR is the “merging of the physical, digital and biological worlds.” Schwab has
even said that the 4IR will inevitably veer into trans-humanism, or human genome editing.

Klaus Schwab, 2015:

‘And you see, the difference of the fourth industrial revolution is, it doesn’t change what you
are doing, it changes you. If you take genetic editing just as an example, it’s you who are
changed’#greatreset #thegreatreset pic.twitter.com/IWFJoqrVkG

— Ole Ó’Súilleabháin ??:?? (@OlisGud) September 6, 2021

Why are Canada and other nations dying on this hill of mandates for a virus where the current
dominant strain is largely a nuisance for the vast majority of those who contract it?

 

by Tyler Durden
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